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Abstract: The detection of petroleum hydrocarbon contaminants such as light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) in the subsurface

using geophysical methods, particularly electrical resistivity methods has been the subject of considerable interest in recent years. Their
detection is based principally upon the electrical soil properties and processes related to biodegradation of the hydrocarbons. Direct
current resistivity data were collected at the location of RNS (Oil Refinery Novi Sad) and "Obrenovac centar" fuel station site, Serbia.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the possibilities of resistivity imaging techniques in detecting and locating anomalies of
hydrocarbon contamination. Resistivity measurements were carried out utilizing the Wenner array configurations. In order to achieve
good vertical and lateral resistivity distributions for the investigated site electrode spacing was 1 m. The interpretations obtained from
2D-modelling of the field data show a highly conductive region in areas with LNAPL contamination. This explanation was supported by
the presence of free hydrocarbon phase floated on the surface of water filling the drilled boreholes and geochemical analysis of core
sample collected on these two investigation site.
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studies that illustrate and capture the physical changes in the
contaminated environment.

1. Introduction
Subsurface contamination by LNAPLs is a worldwide
problem and remains one of the most widespread and
prevalent sources of groundwater contamination. In the
United States, more sites are contaminated by petroleum
hydrocarbons than any other type of contaminant [10].
Gasoline spills are among the most frequent causes of
groundwater pollution in Belgium [11].
In Serbia as in many other countries, LNAPL contamination
of soils near oil refinery or gas station remains a major
problem of environmental concern.
During the Balkan Wars and NATO bombing a lot of the
large – capacity of oil tanks were directly hit and inflamed
(Fig.1). During the hostilities app.74000 tons of crude oil and
petroleum products escaped in the RNS. From this amount
app. 90% burned away and remaining 10% infiltrated in the
collecting drainage channels or in the soil environment
(about 2700 m3).
The task of delineating and quantifying the amount of
LNAPL present in soils and water was significant challenges
to engineers and scientists involved in soil and water cleanup
and remediation. Hydrocarbons are partitioned into various
phases (vapour, residual, free and dissolved) in the
subsurface. These phases have different spatial and temporal
natures. The different properties of these phases make the
characterization more difficult and complex the problem of
soil and water remediation [5].
Numerous studies have been published on the broad topic of
electrical resistivity investigation in soil contamination
detection. However, in this paper we focus primarily on
LNAPL contamination. We examine the geoelectrical
signatures of LNAPL historical (long term) contamination
resulting from microbial processes and are example of case
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Figure 1: RNS after oil tanks were directly hit and inflamed.
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To overcome the LNAPL plume
T
p
characcterization prooblem,
enngineers usuaally analyze sooils and wateer samples colllected
inn boreholes annd piezometerrs. Based on these
t
analysess, they
exxtend the resuults to estimatte the plume extent
e
on the whole
siite. One majoor limit of thiis invasive teechnique lies in the
hiigh costs of drrilling operatiions, samplingg and analysess. This
offten leads to limit
l
the num
mber of investiigations. The plume
exxtent is therrefore often poorly delineeated. Geophhysical
teechniques holdd great promisse as inexpenssive and minim
mallyinnvasive sensoors of subsurfface LNAPL contaminatioon. As
suuch, geophyssical techniqques includinng magnetic [16],
ellectromagnetic induction, ground
g
penetrrating radar (GPR),
(
ellectrical resisstivity, Self-P
Potential (spontaneous pottential)
annd induced polarization have beenn applied too the
hyydrocarbon-im
mpacted zonees detection in the subsuurface,
e..g., [5], [6], [112], [17], [18].
The theoreticall basis for thee use of geoeleectrical methoods for
T
thhe detection of
o LNAPL coontaminants in the subsurfface is
deependent on the contrastiing electricall properties of
o the
L
LNAPL
versuss the pore andd ground watter displaced by
b the
L
LNAPL.
Recent hydrocaarbon contam
R
mination resultts in high resiistivity
annomalies, whhile mature oil
o contaminaation producees low
reesistivity anom
malies [17]. Several
S
monthhs after the sppill has
occcurred, oil contamination
c
creates low resistivity
r
zonne [5],
[118]. The form
mation processs of a hydrocaarbon contam
minated
iss linked to chhemical reacttions and varriations in phhysical
chharacteristics of the affecteed medium. According
A
to Sauck,
S
19998, the low resistivity annomaly is duee to an increease of
T
Total
Dissolveed Solids (T
TDS) in the acid enviroonment
crreated by the bacterial actiion in the vaddose zone or below
thhe groundwater table (GW
WT). This zonne is producedd by a
hiigh TDS leacchate which iss non periodiically flushed down
frrom the volum
me of intimaately mixed hydrocarbon,
h
water,
oxxygen and soiil where microobial activity is a maximum
m. This
leeachate is a result of aciidification of the heterogeeneous
frree/residual product
p
levels by organic and carbonicc acids
annd is produceed by the leaaching and etcching of the native
m
mineral
grains and grain coaatings.

2. Backgroound and Geological
G
Setting
The Novi Sad Refinery
T
R
is loocated on the left
l bank of Danube
D
R
River,
close to
t the artificcial canal Danube-Tisa-D
D
Danube
(F
Fig.2 - upper)). The terrainn is made of alluvial sedim
ments,
m
mostly
sand and gravel, deposited inn zone of Danube
D
m
meanders
on relatively flaat area with low slopes. These
flluvial deposiits are partlly covered with organicc rich
foormations withh residual of dissolved
d
calccium carbonatte. The
naatural terrain on top of which
w
the facilities of Novvi Sad
reefinery were constructed was
w backfilledd with sand to the
ellevation of 77.2 to 78.2 m above sea level (thicknness of
saand from 1 - 3 m).
These sedimennts overlie thee basic sandy aquifer. Thicckness
T
off the less perrmeable layerr is between 0.5 and 2.5 m,
m but
loocally where the
t thickness reaches
r
4-6 m.
m
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Fiigure 2: Site location
l
map. Oil Refinery Novi
N
Sad (RN
NS)
upper, and Gas station Obrenovac ceentar down
d from the many
m
Thee site specificc geology caan be derived
drillings perform
med on the site provideed the follow
wing
reprresentative strratigraphy is aas follows:
 0 to 1.1 m: sannd, fine to medium grained,, grey, dry;
 1.1
1 to 2.3 m: silty
s
sludge, daark brown, bo
ound;
 2.3
2 to 4.2 m: gray-brown sandy silt wiith clay fractiions,
bound,
b
wet;
 4.2
4 to 5.0 m: fine
f grain to siilty sands, greey, weakly bouund;
 5.0
5 to 25.0 m:: different midddle to fine grrain quartz saands,
with
w small-graained gravel.
As regards to thee hydrogeologgy characterisstics of the areea, a
perm
manent free aquifer
a
is present in the saandy layers. The
watter level regim
me is directlyy related to the
t regime off the
Dan
nube and channges dependinng on Danube’s water level. At
the morphologiccally lower pparts of the alluvial
a
plain the
undwater emeerges to the suurface and floo
ods the plain. The
grou
totaal thickness of
o the aquiferr is 25 meterss on average,, the
upp
per layers (avverage thickness from 5-15 m) are moostly
mad
de of sand, while
w
the low
wer part is co
onsist of gravvelly
dep
posits (5-10 m thick).
Thee groundwaterr flow directioon is influencced by the reggime
of Danube River. In the refinery, thee prevalent flow
f
m North to Souuth. The meaan velocity off the
direection is from
grou
undwater floow is unknoown, althoug
gh the expeected
perm
meability in this
t
lithologiccal context is medium to high.
h
Gro
oundwater levvel in the Refinnery area is usually
u
betweeen 12.5 meters below
w ground level, in backfilled
d sand.
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The gas stationn Obrenovac centar is loccated on left bank of
T
arrtificial canal Stara Tamnavva (Fig.2 – doown). The terrrain is
m
made
of alluvial sediments, mostly clay with
w sand (froom the
suurface to the 1.4 m) and with
w small-grrained sandy gravel
abbove the unpeermeable clay layer.
The water levvel regime is directly relatted to the seasonal
T
chhanges. The depth
d
of the aqquifer is 2.5 meters
m
on averaage.

prim
marily from microbial m
mediated pro
ocesses suchh as
attaachment to mineral surfacess (Etch pits, Fig.3c and d). This
is evidence
e
that implicates miicrobes in thee alteration off the
surffaces of the mineral
m
grains. The process of dissolutionn can
rem
move interspattial cements or mineral precipitates
p
w
which
willl increase poorosity. Channges in porossity will leadd to
variiations in thee bulk electriccal conductivity which cann be
meaasured by the DC resistivityy.

3. A conceeptual model for th
he geoelecttrical
responsee of LNAPL
L plumes
Until recentlyy, it has commonly
U
c
beeen assumedd that
hyydrocarbon-im
mpacted sedim
ments can be effectively im
maged
onnly by their higher
h
resistivvities compareed to backgrround
duue to the parrtial replacem
ment of conduuctive soil andd pore
w
water
by highhly resistive petroleum
p
com
mpounds (e.gg., [9];
[114]). This preemise is correect as long as the hydrocarrbon is
frresh, or has noot been physiccally, chemically, or biologgically
alltered.
There is am
T
mple evidencce in the geochemicall and
m
microbiologica
al literature too suggest phyysical and cheemical
allteration of hydrocarbons
h
in contaminnated sedimennts by
inndigenous microorganisms
m
s (e.g., [8]). Because of
o the
paartitioning off hydrocarboons into diffeerent phases (free,
diissolved, andd residual) inn the subsurfface and the timedeependent bioological transfformation of hydrocarbonns, the
chhemical andd physical properties of hydrocaarboncoontaminated sediments
s
aree expected to vary with tim
me and
inn space at conttaminated sitees.
Geomicrobioloogy is a field of
G
o emerging innterest. Few studies
s
haave investigaated the bioological impaact on subssurface
geeophysical prooperties [1], [2], [4], [18]. The
T common model
foor the geophhysicist has been based upon the phhysical
prroperties of thhe pure hydroocarbon liquidd phase; i.e., that it
haas very higgh electricall resistivity. Oils and other
hyydrocarbon prroducts have been used forr years as eleectrical
innsulators, as for
f example inn transformerrs. This has leed to a
nuumber of attem
mpts to look for
f a high-resistivity free product
zoone just abovee the water taable at hydrocarbon contam
minated
siites.
Microbial proccesses and prroducts at LN
M
NAPL-contam
minated
siites cause changes
c
in the
t
physical properties in
i the
coontaminated environment which are not
n used in routine
r
geeophysical invvestigations. These
T
includee, but are not limited
too biogenic gaases, precipitaation of magnnetic minerals, and
teemperature efffects. The prooduction of biogenic
b
gasess (e.g.,
C 2, H2S, H2, and CH4) cann cause changees in the rheollogical
CO
prroperties of the
t contaminaated region. Production
P
off gases
afffects bulk electrical
e
connductivity. Thhe transport of
o the
coontaminants through
t
the aquifer
a
is stroongly influencced by
thhe aquifer propperties.
S
electtron microscopy (SEM) im
mage of
Figure 3 is a Scanning
minated
a mineral graain obtained from a LNAPL contam
Obrenovac ceentar gas staation site, onn a samples in the
O
annaerobic portion of the dissolved plum
me (profile 1).. SEM
im
mage shows bacteria
b
attachhed to a mineeral surface (F
Fig.3ad)). Changes inn surface areea and surfacce roughness occur
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gure 3: a) andd b) Scanning electron micrroscopy imagee of
Fig
sand from a light
l
non-aqueeous phase liq
quid (LNAPL))
conttaminated in tw
wo magnificaations

ganisms capabble of degradinng hydrocarbo
ons are presennt in
Org
vastt numbers in natural
n
soils aand rock. Ridg
geway et al. 1990
1
iden
ntified more than 300 kinds of gaasoline-degrading
bacteria isolatedd from well water and core materiaal in
shalllow contaminnated coastal aaquifer.
bed as a porous
Thee near subsuurface is generally describ
med
dium and divvided into a w
water saturated
d zone below
w the
watter table and a vadose zonee above the waater table [3]. The
inteerface between the saturateed and vadosse zones conttains
the capillary fringe and transittion zones. Th
he capillary frringe
is a tension satuuration zone aabove the waater table and can
vary
y in thickness (being greateer for finer graained materiall).
Thee physical annd chemical pproperties off the aquifer and
phy
ysical and chhemical propeerties of the saturating flluids
(waater, contamiinant, or aiir) control the geophyssical
sign
natures.
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geo
ophysical respoonse will depeend on factorss such as: the type
of the LNAPL (crude oil, jet fuel, dieseel fuel), LNA
APL
releease history (ee.g., continuouus release or single release), the
disttribution of thhe LNAPL rellative to air in
n the vadose zone
z
or water
w
in the saturated zonne, hydrologicc processes (e.g.,
(
adv
vective transpoort, seasonal rrecharge), the saturation hisstory
of the contaminatted media, bioological proceesses, etc.

4. Geoelectrical data and Meassurements on
Soil Samp
ples interprretation
o different sites of oil contamination were studiedd in
Two
Serb
bia. The Refinnery Novi Saad (RNS) and pipeline acciident
at Obrenovac

ceentar gas staation, Fig. 2. Geophysical
G
f
field
exp
periments werre conducted on the two sites
s
to assesss the
efficiency of these
t
nondesstructive tech
hniques to map
hyd
drocarbon imppacted areas, tto recover thee geometry annd to
deteect oil plume extent. In ordder to constru
uct a 2D modeel of
the subsurface, resistivity
r
survveys were caarried out in RNS
R
d on Obrenovaac centar gas sstation.
and
n age and sccale,
Theese sites are different in contamination
dep
pth of grounddwater level (GWL), enviironment, surrface
con
nditions and thhe cause of conntamination.
ure 4 shows an electrical resistivity prrofile obtained in
Figu
RN
NS (see Fig. 2- for profile 2 location). Thee survey consiisted
of a Wenner resiistivity array aat 1 m electro
ode spacing using
u
abg
graded ABEM
M resistivity syystem with 32 electrodes.
Figure 3: b) and
F
a d) Scanninng electron miicroscopy imaage of
sand from a light non-aqqueous phase liquid
l
(LNAPL)
c
contaminated
site showing bacteria
b
attachhed to send suurface
d
feaatures such ass etch pits.
and dissolution
During and shoortly (weeks to
D
t several yeaars) after a spiill, the
L
LNAPL
partiaally displaces air and wateer in the form
mation.
D to its low
Due
wer density thhan water, LN
NAPL will flooat on
w
water
and will partially displlace water andd air in the cappillary
frringe and trannsition zone. The free phaase can also extend
e
laaterally for sevveral tens to hundreds
h
of meters.
m
The vapor phaase consists of the volatiile fractions of the
T
hyydrocarbon annd is typicallyy found in thee upper parts of the
vaadose zone abbove the residdual and free phase hydroccarbon
zoones.
The dissolvedd phase occuurs in the saaturated zonee. The
T
cooncentration of the LNA
APL in the aqueous phaase is
deetermined by the solubilityy of the differrent fractions which
arre typically loow.
With time and seasonal rechharge, the resiidual and free phase
W
L
LNAPL
zoness move up and
a
down inn the aquiferr with
flluctuations in the water table. Free LNAPL is trappedd in the
reesidual zone and the uppeer portion of the saturatedd zone
caausing a distinnct smear zone [19].

An equivalent electrical reesistivity profile obtainedd in
brenovac centtar gas statiion (see Fig. 2- for profile 1
Ob
locaation) is show
wn on Fig. 5.
wo-dimensionnal interpretatiion using softtware RES2DINV
A tw
[13] was appliedd to several geoelectrical profiles. Twoo of
m are depicted on Fig. 4 annd Fig. 5. On
ne from RNS, and
them
onee from Obrennovac centar ggas station.
ng time residdual hydrocarrbons of the LNAPL type in
Lon
perm
meable forrmation aree exposed to microobial
biod
degradation, which
w
changees the originaal natural groound
watter geochem
mistry and tthe distributiion of gaseeous
com
mponents in the
t vadose zoone. Baedeck
ker, et al. (19993)
described in detaail the geochem
mical processees connected with
w
drocarbon degradation in the vadose zonee, as well as inn the
hyd
upp
per part of the saturated zonne.
Thee most impoortant featurees of these processes is the
creaation of organic acids, thee enrichment of ground water
w
with
h Fe2+ and Mnn2+ cations, ouutgassing of CO
C 2 and CH4 into
the vadose zone. Organic acidds and the carrbonic acid atttack
k minerals annd extract from
m them furtheer cations likee Ca,
rock
Mg, etc. All these geochhemical chan
nges have as
a a
con
nsequence thee changes in physical prop
perties of groound
watter below thee spill and off the rock meedium aroundd the
grou
undwater tablle.

The LNAPL contaminatedd subsurface is a dynamiic and
T
coomplex bioo-physicochem
mical enviroonment andd its
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Figure 4: Inverted Wenner resistivity profiles 2 along the contaminant plume.
The most important features of these processes is the
creation of organic acids, the enrichment of ground water
with Fe2+ and Mn2+ cations, outgassing of CO2 and CH4 into
the vadose zone. Organic acids and the carbonic acid attack
rock minerals and extract from them further cations like Ca,
Mg, etc. All these geochemical changes have as a
consequence the changes in physical properties of ground
water below the spill and of the rock medium around the
groundwater table.
Geochemical investigations of LNAPL contamination at this
site are compared with electrical resistivity imaging.
Sediment samples at RNS were collected from both
uncontaminated and contaminated location. Samples were
obtained using Eijkelkamp rig and stored in the laboratory
refrigerator until measurements were made.

Paper ID: 020131947

Geochemical investigations of LNAPL contamination at this
site are compared with electrical resistivity imaging.
Sediment samples at RNS were collected from both
uncontaminated and contaminated location. Samples were
obtained using Eijkelkamp rig and stored in the laboratory
refrigerator until measurements were made.
Ferous iron (Fe2+) was analysed as well as Mg2+, pH, Ca,
TPH (Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon), and electrical
resistivity.
Increasing level of Iron in the contamination plume is
explained by anaerobic biodegradation – Fe (III) reduction:
60H++30Fe (OH)3+C6H6 = 6CO2 + 30Fe2++78H2O
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Figure 5: Inverted Wenner resistivity profile 1 along the contaminant plume
Figure 6 shows geochemical data collected from multi-level
core samples across and beyond the LNAPL contamination
plume. The high concentrations of Fe2+ a redox species is
evidence of biodegradation of LNAPL in the plume. Major
ion chemistry suggests that enhanced mineral weathering is
occurring within the contaminated aquifer with elevated
values of Ca2+ and groundwater specific conductance.
During biodegradation, the pore fluid chemistry is changed
by the degradation of the LNAPL (decrease in LNAPL
concentration), decrease in the concentration (e.g., NO3-,
SO42-), the production of redox species (e.g., Fe2+ and Mn2+),
and production of metabolic byproducts such as organic
acids (pH significantly decrease), biosurfactants, and
biogenic gases (e.g., CO2, H2, CH4, H2S).
The profile 2-RNS clearly shows a low resistivity anomaly at
horizontal location 10-50 m (Fig. 4). The low resistivity
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anomaly is mostly prominent in the saturated zone, but
extends from the surface into the vadose zone.
The profiles from both location show anomalously low
electrical resistivity across the plume.
The profile 1-Obrenovac centar gas station clearly shows a
low resistivity anomaly at horizontal location 12-31 m (Fig.
5). The low resistivity anomaly is mostly prominent in the
saturated zone, but not extends to the surface into the vadose
zone.
In both cases geoelectrical methods give valuable
information for planning and optimizing geochemical
probing. Electrical-resistivity surveys can give more detailed
maps of contamination zones than geochemical sampling.
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Figure 6: Depth variations of selected chemical parameters at two sites along electrical profile 2 – RNS
Our experience with contaminated sites characterization in
Serbia shows that low resistivity anomalies caused by
hydrocarbon contamination is possible to localize with the
help of Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERI) and 2D data
interpretation. Such contamination gives low resistivity
anomaly as a result of petroleum biodegradation at shallow
depth in the earth.

biogeochemical processes on the electrical properties of the
sediments. Therefore, understanding the relationship
between the geoelectrical properties of hydrocarbonimpacted sediments and ongoing physical and
biogeochemical processes is a key to the successful
application of geoelectrical methods as proxies of these
processes.
.

5. Conclusions
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